
USEFUL PHRASES
 
Для описания людей и предметов 
используйте Present Simple
The castle's roof is green. / The castle's 
roof is red.
 The pirate has got straight hair. / The 
pirate hasn't got a moustache.
 
Для описания действий 
используйте Present Continuous
The man is sitting. / The girl isn't sitting.
 The crocodile is wearing a hat. / The 
crocodile isn't wearing a hat.
 
* Не забывайте использовать BUT 
I can see .......    but       I can't see ......
 There is / There are .......     but       
There isn't / There aren't .......
 In picture A .....    but     In picture B 
......
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Read a book, listen to music,
Hold, wear
Mountain, town, baby, box
Hat, cap





 Look at these pictures. They look the same, but 
some things are different. There is a pirate on this 
island, but there is a monster on this island.
What other different things can you see?

* Не забывайте использовать BUT 
I can see .......    but       I can't see ......
 There is / There are .......     but       There 
isn't / There aren't .......
 In picture A .....    but     In picture B ......

In my picture 
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